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Love Overcomes All Obstacles
We Orthodox Christians are a peaceful people. We ask
to worship quietly in our churches, marry and raise our
families according to the tenets of our Holy Faith. We are
not people of strife. We esteem the Grace of God, His
blessings, and work to emulate the love He showed us
when He came to us on earth.
In your parish, in your city, you can be the difference.
By taking advantage of our experience, you can create a
multitude of blessings in your own community, and with
far reaching results.
Recently, through the generosity of many and the grace
of God, ZOE has been able to operate a ‘thrift store’,
offering at no charge layette and maternity items to
women in crisis. The response to this thrift store has been
overwhelming, and we have come to believe that enabling
others to create similar centers around the country will
serve on a multitude of levels:
1. It will provide desperately needed goods and services to
women in crisis.
2. It will demonstrate to our faithful what the Orthodox
teaching on the issue of life is. It will allow you to
witness in your city that we do more than say we are
pro-life – we support life!
3. It will show our young people that we, as Orthodox
Christians, can accept and forgive, just as Christ
taught us. It will provide them with the tangible witness
that lives can be changed forever when pre-marital
relations are engaged in. It will also affirm to them that
if they should err, God will forgive them, and their
Church will love and support them and the life they
have created.
4. It will offer the opportunity for Orthodox faithful of all
jurisdictions to work together on a common goal. Share
the ministry you are undertaking, and ask for their
financial and material support. By donating gently
used articles of clothing, and cribs, strollers, etc. in

good condition, which are no longer in service,
they can participate in your ministry.
5. Contact local pregnancy centers and pro-life
groups, who will come to rely on you for material
needs for women in crisis pregnancies.
6. For those who will carry their child to term, but
who are unable to raise the child themselves,
you can serve as a conduit between birth
parents and adoptive Orthodox faithful through
ZOE’s Adoptive Registry.
7. Share the stories of those whom you have served
with the people who participate at every level in
your ministry – it will hearten them to know they
have been of service, and strengthen their faith.
8. Christ will be glorified in you.
The results are win-win for everyone involved. It is
not necessary to have a storefront; any clean storage
area in the church somewhere will do, with willing
hands to sort and willing hearts to give.
“The harvest is truly great, but the laborers are few;
therefore pray the Lord of the harvest to send out
laborers into His harvest.” (Luke 10:2)
Enter into His harvest. Be the difference. Not only
will lives be saved, but through your efforts, hearts
of people in your community will be softened so
that Christ may enter in. Just think of the impact we
Orthodox could have if parishes like yours across the
country emulated this life affirming outreach.

The message of Christ’s
love was never more
crucially needed. Be His
messenger!

ZOE for Life! is endorsed by the Standing Conference of the Canonical Orthodox Bishops in the Americas.

Christy Parisi’s Story

A

fter being raped twice at age 18, I found myself
ride to a hospital for a “real” test. After an argument,
afraid to say, “No” to a boyfriend when he
which I lost, he finally convinced me that I was actually
seemed to want to have sex outside of marriage.
pregnant.
Because of this fear, I had sex with two boyfriends I
otherwise wouldn’t have. The second of the two got me
I had pressure from Miguel to have an abortion. You
pregnant when I was 19 even though by then I had been
see as it turns out he already had another child out
using the Birth Control faithfully. I took the pill each
of wedlock. It was emotional pressure. At times he
night at the same time. For anyone who knows about
threatened suicide if I didn’t have an abortion. When I
the birth control pills there are two separate colors. At
brought up the possibility of adoption, I’d even found a
some point when taking the 2nd color at the end of the
wonderful couple willing to adopt, he got angry. How
pack you are supposed to have your period. One night
could I possibly consider giving up a child for adoption?
I went to take the pill, realizing I needed to open a new
Once you give up your child, you have no idea what
pack. It was in the midst of doing this
happens to that child. Just look at you, he
that it suddenly dawned on my, “Oh
said. Your mother gave you up for adoption
How could I possibly
no! I was supposed to have had my
consider giving up a child for to a couple who divorced after two years.
adoption? Once you give up
period by now!”
They’d only wanted to a child because
your child, you have no idea they thought a child will fix their marriage.
what happens to that child. They both remarried. You had a tough
The next morning I went to the Nurse’s
Office and took a pregnancy test. But
time with your step-dad who also adopted
you see there was some problem with
you. Your first adoptive dad died from
the test. It was wrong! I don’t know. Maybe it was
Lung Cancer. We are NOT going to do that to our child.
defective. Anyway, I convinced the nurse so she gave
Abortion is much better! At least we will know what
me another pregnancy test. It was also wrong. The entire
happened to our child.
batch of them must have been defective! The problem is
that they kept showing that I was pregnant. Stupid test.
I had pressure from my counselor. I felt a tremendous
What did it know?
amount of anger and hatred from her because I didn’t
immediately agree to an abortion. HOW DARE you
I told my boyfriend and asked him to take me to
c o n s i d e r bringing a child into this world? You will
Planned Parenthood where I could get a “real”
ruin your life and the life of the child!
pregnancy test. He did. When
You, a high school graduate whose
the Nurse informed us
education will have been wasted on you!
that it too was positive,
Tax payers’ money paid for your public
even though I knew at
education – you’ll be wasting their hard
that moment I needed
earned money! And for what? So you
to go to a hospital for
can be selfish and have a baby!
a really “real” test, I
decided to humor her a
I left Sacramento and moved to
little and asked her what
Ventura to stay with my grandparents
I was supposed to do. She
while I looked for a job. Soon after I
said that I have 3 options:
arrived, I began to feel the fluttering
I could keep the baby, give
of my baby move. Then I began
the baby up for adoption or
bleeding heavily and it didn’t stop.
have an abortion. She gave
On my way to a job interview, I
me paperwork on adoption
casually asked my grandma if we
attorneys and the address and
could just swing by the hospital on
telephone number for where
the way home. After examination
I could go for an abortion.
and tests, the doctor told us that
Outside Planned Parenthood
there was nothing he could do and
was decorative stone where I
to go home to rest as I would be
sat as I tried to convince Miguel
miscarrying. With blood flowing
that all the tests were wrong
down my leg at the grocery store I
and I needed him to give me a
Story continues on page 5
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From March, 2007 through October, 2008, Our Angels have made a
HUGE difference! THAnk yOU!
Our Seraphim $100 to $499 (continued)
The Standing Conference of the
Canonical Orthodox Bishops
in the Americas
Erieview Metal Treating
Company
Thano G. Pasalis
The D’Amore Tatman Group
Warren Chaney Office Furniture

Our Archangels $1,000 and more

Anonymous
Rev. Joseph Kreta
Julia Metzler Banos
Greek Orthodox Philoptochos Society, Akron, OH
Greek Ladies Philoptochos Society, Grand Rapids, MI
National Philoptochos Social Services, New York, NY
St. Constantine and Helen Cathedral, Cleveland Heights, OH

Our Cherubim $500 to $999

Peter Banos
Mary Lynn and Terry Demacopoulos
Greek Orthodoxo Diocese of Atlanta Diocese
Philoptochos Board
John Murton
Philoptochos Society of St. Mark, Boca Raton, FL
St. Nicholas Orthodox Church Charity and Benevolence,
Fort Wayne, IN
St. Paul Ladies Philoptochos Society, North Royalton, OH

Our Seraphim $100 to $499

Filitsa and Christopher Bender
Photia and Christ Boukis
V. Rev. Garty Breton
Drs. Des and George Dandalides
Maria and James Delvizis
Christine and Anthony DiGiacobbe
Eastern Orthodox Clergy Association of Mahoning County, OH
Eastern Orthodox Women’s Guild, Cleveland, OH
Margaret and William Gall
Greek Orthodox Community of St. Demetrios,
Rocky River, OH
Greek Orthodox Ladies Philoptochos Society Chapter of the
Annunciation, Kansas City, MO
Greek Orthodox Ladies Philoptochos Society of SS. Constantine
and Helen Greek Orthodox Church, Nanuet, NY
Nancy and Stephen Hall
Tolina and Charles Hennighausen
Holy Assumption Orthodox Church, Marblehead, OH
Holy Rosary Catholic Church, Cleveland, OH

Holy Transfiguration Greek Orthodox Church Ladies
Philoptochos, Marietta, GA
Holy Trinity Orthodox Church Choir, Parma, OH
Dr. Mark Horattas
Lucille Kanelidis
Harriette and John Kappos
Mary Karagiozis
Andrew and Katherine Kartalis
Maria Khoury
Katherine Kotsis
Jeanine and Kenneth Kozak
Ladies Philoptochos Omonia Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
Church, Pittsburgh, PA
Ladies Philoptochos Society Assumption Greek Orthodox
Church, Danbury, CT
Paul Lasksovich
Maribeth and Stephen Lekas
Susan and Theodore Lentz
Jonathan Patronik
Philoptochos Society SS. Mary and Martha Chapter,
St. George Greek Orthodox Church, Knoxville, TN
Philoptochos Society of Winston-Salem Prostasia Chapter,
Winston-Salem, NC
Walter Rohan
St. Andrew Ladies Philoptochos Society, Miami FL
St. Barbara Philoptochos Society, Chapel Hill, NC
St. Demetrios Greek Orthodox Ladies Philoptochos Society,
Rocky River, OH
St. Innocent Orthodox Church, Olmsted Falls, OH
St. John Greek Orthodox Church, Sterling Heights, MI
St. John’s Orthodox Church, Campbell, OH
St. Luke’s Orthodox Church, Garden Grove, CA
St. Margaret’s Aids Guild, St. John’s Orthodox Church,
Alpha, NJ
St. Mark Orthodox Church. Youngstown, OH
St. Matrona Ladies Society St. Peter and Paul Ukrainian
Orthodox Church, Carnagie, PA
St. Nectarios Greek Orthodox Church Philoptochos Society,
Roslindale, MA
St. Nicholas Charity Fund, Charlottesville, VA
St. Sophia Ladies Philoptochos Society Omonia,
San Antonio, TX
St. Vladimir’s Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Ambridge, PA
St. Vladimir’s Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral, Parma, OH
SS. Constantine and Helen Cathedral, Merrillville, IN
SS. Constantine and Helen Cathedral, Richmond, VA
Milutin Srbljak
Katherine Strakes
Elizabeth and Gregory Szymaniak
Dr. Irene Vasilakis
Anna and Stephen Vernak
Youngstown Junior Orthodox League, Youngstown, OH

MORE of Our Angels that have made a HUGE difference!
THAnk yOU!
Our Guardian Angels Up to $99

Gena and Una Aleksandrovic
Drs. Gail and Thomas Allison
Anonymous
Raymond Asik
Rev. and Mrs. Yves Babich
Sylvia Baraga
Kimberly and Nicholas Belessis
Eleni Bizoukas
Mary Ann Bobulsky
Marie and Thomas Broslawik
Anna Burnosky
Jane and John Cap
H.K.Carbon
Bess Comber
Olga Sokur Foight
Greek Orthodox Church SS. Markella and Demetrios,
Fort Walton Beach, FL
Mary and George Halkias
Goldie and Darrell Helgens
Rev. and Mrs. George Hnatko
Holy Trinity Orthodox Church Ladies Philoptochos Society,
Port Charlotte, FL
Don Holobinko
Jeanne Homik
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Hopko
Z.Z. Dee Hyer
Stephen and Melania Jackson
Frances and Christopher Kalavritinos
Oleg Kalyush
Michael Kapeluck
Dorothy and George Kappos
Carol and Albert Kinan
Mary Klonaris
Mary Ksenyak
Susan Kumbera
Ladies Philoptochos Society Holy Cross Greek Orthodox
Church, Pittsburgh, PA
Ladies Philoptochos Society Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
Church, Maitland, FL
Eva Lallas

Dorothy and Paul Laskovich
Susan and Theodore Lentz
Carol Machaskee
Irene and Spero Maginas
Dr. and Mrs. John Mamalakis
Katherine Mansur
Mary and Michael Mavias
Irene and Alfonso Mazanek
Bea Meros
Margaret Molnar
David Nelson and Family
Carrie Nickolas
Love Opincar
Rev. and Mrs. John Orfanakos
Orthodox Monastery of the Transfiguration
Pauline Osad
Barbara and Nicholas Papas
Irene Pashesnik
Helen Pastis
Marlo Perry
Darlene and Jerome Petrykowski
Margaret and Stephen Pinchot
Cheryl and Eugene Pituch
Virginia and Richard Polinsky
Alice and Edward Reta
St. George’s Serbian Orthodox Church, Duluth, MN
St. Nikodemos the Hagiorite Publication Society
Walter, Nina and Peter Samijlenko
Maria P. Sarris
Angela and John Skinner
O. Sokich
Christine and Barry Stavrou
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Stephanopoulos
Motria Stachur
V. Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Sundland
Rev. and Mrs. Dragomir Tuba
Minerva and Bernard Ward
Betty Weintraub
Constance Zimmerman
Rev. and Mrs. Milan Zobenica

In Memory of

In Honor of

Pauline Economou
Protodeacon Peter Homic
Rev. Father Ivan Mironko
Nicholas Nicholaides
Sue Poulos

Kristen Mate and daughter Ava
Mrs. Vrettas’ 95th Birthday
Members of Ladies Philoptochos “Omonia”

To All Parish Council President and Board Members
Please consider our urgent request to add the SCOBA endorsed ministry of ZOE for Life! as a line item on the 2009
budget for your community. ZOE serves those in need across the country. Your support will change lives forever!

Christy Parisi’s Story...continued
bought additional pads to the one the hospital had given
me which had already overflowed in the 10 minutes
since we’d left the hospital.

that with my temporary jobs I was working I would not
be able to make the rent even on a Studio Apartment.

I was about 6 ½ months pregnant now. The Ultra Sound
showed that I was having a girl. The picture showed her
arm over her face and I could see the curve of her nose.
I took a long walk at night and considered very seriously
as to whether or not I would have to abort. Many things
went through my mind. I was supposed to miscarry, but
didn’t. My own birth mother gave me life. I knew one
of the side affects of abortion is infertility so if I aborted,
being adopted, I may never have the chance to meet
another blood relative. Yellow Buckets. In the 5th grade
I had been assigned to debate the issue of Abortion by
my teacher. In my research, in a magazine I saw all the
yellow buckets which each held the body of an aborted
baby at various stages of
development that had
At the Maternity Home, I would God has His reasons for how things happened in my life. died from various forms
be paying $300 rent and would I am grateful that I kept my daughter. I can’t imagine life of abortion. Not thinking
without her. I feel very lucky that we found our spiritual
be able to stay there until my
very highly of myself, I
home with in the Greek Orthodox Church.
child turned 2 months old. I
didn’t care so much about
decided to turn down a second
“my” baby, but being
interview in Ventura at an Optometrist’s Office in favor
“in love” with Miguel, could I really put “his” baby in a
of moving into the Maternity Home. We had guest
yellow bucket. I knew at that moment that I was going
speakers every week and various Child Birthing type
to have to build a wall within myself , a very strong wall,
classes held at the Maternity Home. I learned so much. I
because when I aborted if I ever allowed myself to feel
was regularly speaking with my dad (2nd adoptive) and
whether right away or 10 or 20 years down the road I
Miguel. My dad was pushing adoption and Miguel was
would without a doubt kill myself for killing a baby.
still pushing abortion. One of the guest speakers was a
CA Adoption Attorney. I discovered that I would have to
Luckily it was soon after my decision that I discovered
have Miguel agree to and sign off on an adoption. This
another Maternity Home in Sacramento called Bishop
was out of the question. I knew that after that talk my
Gallegos. I ended up being able to move up there. The
only choices were to either have an abortion or keep the
rent was $100. less a month and I could stay until my
baby. Then another speaker came, a single mother of a
child turned 3 months – an extra month of being able to
toddler son. I couldn’t wait to hear first-hand about what
save before having to find a place to stay. I knew that the
it would be like to keep a baby. She said that she lived
cost of living was much better and that my daughter and
together with 2 other single mothers and their children
I would actually have a chance if I had her there – we
in a 1-bedroom apartment and that even sharing the rent
were less likely to wind up in the streets.
it was difficult for her financially. Her parents helped her
out. I knew my parents had not and were not going to
On November 1, 1994 I gave birth to my daughter,
help me financially and I did not know anyone I could
Juliza Aguilar, after 22 ½ hours of labor. She was the
share a 1-bedroom apartment with. I began to realize
4th child born at Bishop Gallegos. She is now 14 years
A day or so later, when the blood stopped and it was
clear that I’d not lost the baby – it took 4 people at the
medical clinic to find my child’s heartbeat, but it was
found – my grandma began to get nervous. You see I was
the first person in our family to ever have a child out of
wedlock, so not only had I brought shame to our family,
my grandma was nervous that I would still be living with
them when I had the baby, that I would leave the baby
with her, that she would forget to feed the baby and
that the baby would die. She was terribly stressed out as
you can imagine. Her friends told her about a Maternity
Home in Santa Barbara and she took me there for an
interview.

Story continues on page 6

“This is a wonderful organization and I’m so blessed to be
able to have found this great helping home I was in need
of everything before coming to ZOE House but now I am
able to have the important things that I need to get my
childs little life on this earth started.
Thank you so much and God bless.” - Angela Buescher

ZOE Wants You!
We haven’t heard from you! We have a HUGE need
for someone to help with office and computer tasks at
ZOE House. If you have a few hours a week, please
contact Kathy at 440-888-9990. We’ll be waiting…
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Our Mission Statement
ZOE for Life! is a non-profit, Christ-centered
organization with three major goals:
1. To help women who need
confidential emotional and spiritual
support during crisis pregnancies
2. To assist Orthodox Christians seeking
to adopt; and
3. To provide an Orthodox Christian
education for Pure Living and other
resources.

Wishing you and yours a
Blessed Advent and
Christ filled Christmas!

ZOE’s Annual Bus to Washington, DC
Every January 22, ZOE sponsors a bus to Washington DC for the March for Life. This year will be no exception, and
we would love to have you join us. The bus will leave from ZOE House in the wee hours on Thursday, and return
late that night. Please call Kathy at 440-888-9990, and join other Orthodox faithful, and walk with us to protect our
unborn sisters and brothers in Christ. What a blessed day it will be!

Christy Parisi’s Story...continued
old. I’m still a single mom. I now work 6 days a week
between 1 full-time and 2 part-time jobs to afford a 1
bedroom apartment. I am more than $20,000 in debt and
earn close to $30,000 a year. It is purely by the grace of
God that we are barely making it. The point is we are
making it! I volunteer at the Sacramento Life Center on
the Pregnancy Hotline. In January, Juliza and I went for
the first time on the Walk for Life in San Francisco. We
pray the Akathist of Repentance on behalf of women
who have aborted their children outside a local Planned
Parenthood Abortion Clinic during 40 Days for Life. I
have spoken at 3 Pro-Life Events this year: the CA ProLife Breakfast on the 35th Anniversary of Roe v. Wade,
the 2nd Annual Bishop Gallegos Benefit Dinner and at a
Pro-Life Rally at Easter’s Catholic Book Store featuring a
Eduardo Verastegui, star of the Pro-Life movie “Bella”.
While living at Bishop Gallegos through a Bible Study
I learned about the Holy Eucharist in John 6 and
converted to the Catholic Church. When Juliza was
about 2 she would scream, “I WANT MY JESUS!” every
time I received Holy Eucharist at Mass, children are
forbidden to receive in the Roman Catholic Rite. Before

she turned 3 we discovered the Eastern Catholic Church
where Juliza finally able to receive “her Jesus”. When
Juliza was about 8 years old, at last we entered the
Greek Orthodox Church, our spiritual home. I wish we
had discovered the Orthodox Church sooner and almost
did because one of my roommates in the Maternity
Home in Santa Barbara was Greek Orthodox, but I was
very hormonal, not very nice and just thought she was
some kind of weird Protestant who did some Catholic
stuff backwards – like the sign of the cross.
God has His reasons for how things happened in
my life. I am grateful that I kept my daughter. I can’t
imagine life without her. I feel very lucky that we
found our spiritual home with in the Greek Orthodox
Church. My favorite Bible verse which I think sums up
my experience is 1 Tim. 2:15 “Nevertheless she will
be saved in childbearing if they continue in faith, love
and holiness, with self-control.” I’m still working on the
conditions, but I think the point is made. Because i

had my daughter, i found myself on the path
to find God’s True Church. Now there is hope
for me and for my salvation.

